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The experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) rely upon a complex distributed
computing infrastructure (WLCG) consisting of hundreds of individual sites worldwide

at universities and national laboratories, providing about half a billion job slots and an
exabyte of storage interconnected through high speed networks. Wide Area Networking
(WAN) is one of three pillars (together with computational resources and storage) of
LHC computing. More than 5 PB/day are transferred between WLCG sites. Monitor-

ing is one of the crucial components of WAN and experiments operations. In the past
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years all experiments have invested significant effort to improve monitoring and integrate

networking information with data management and workload management systems. All

WLCG sites are equipped with perfSONAR servers to collect a wide range of network
metrics. We will present the latest development to provide the 3-D force directed graph

visualization for data collected by perfSONAR. The visualization package allows site

admins, network engineers, scientists and network researchers to better understand the
topology of our Research and Education networks and it provides the ability to iden-

tify non-reliable or/and non-optimal network paths, such as those with routing loops or

rapidly changing routes.
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1. Introduction

Computer networks are extremely important for data-intensive science, enabling

the construction of complex distributed computing infrastructures that allow sci-

entists to access data and computing resources locally, regionally, nationally and

internationally. Network technologies enable collaborative research and data mobil-

ity and access around the world. Because of the foundational role that networks

play in modern science, it is critical we ensure their high reliability and stability,

but this is often very challenging. Networks by their nature cross multiple admin-

istrative domains, meaning that there is no single owner or manager of a given

end-to-end network path. When soft failures (degradation of performance but not

loss of connectivity) occur somewhere in the network, it can be very difficult to

identify and localize the problem, leading to periods of lost scientific productivity

across distributed resources which can last weeks to months and even to years, in

some cases.

A particular network infrastructure that we would like to focus on in this pa-

per is the one used by the scientific experiments at the LHC. The Worldwide LHC

Computing Grid (WLCG) project1 - a global collaboration of around 170 comput-

ing centers in more than 40 countries, is constructed on top of a conglomeration

of local, regional, national and international networks, primarily research and ed-

ucation (R&E) networks but including some commercial segments. The mission of

the WLCG project is to provide global computing resources to store, distribute and

analyze peta- and exabyte-scale LHC data for the LHC experiments.

The LHC experiments at CERN transfers currently transfer a few petabytes of

data daily, in aggregate. While each data transfer is characterized by a single source

and destination, the network path that is actually traversed between those endpoints

can vary, based upon routing protocols and the status of the network components.

The critical point to note here is that when there is a network problem, the first thing

we need to know is ”what path did the problem occur on?” Answering this questions

identifies the relevant elements that could be the location for the problem being

observed. Fortunately, tracking of these dynamically changing paths or routes has

become possible thanks to the massive and detailed network measurements being
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provided for the last several years by the OSG-LHC/WLCG network monitoring

activity.2 While the creation and operation of this network metric pipeline has given

us the data we could use to find and localize network problems, in practice, it has

given us an additional challenge in how best to identify, filter and visualize the

massive amount of path information we are monitoring. This is the motivation for

the creation of TRACER (TRACe route ExploRer)3 and in the rest of the paper we

will outline the technical details of TRACER and show how it is being used with

OSG/WLCG data.

2. Background

In this section we want to describe some of the relevant concepts and technologies

used to define and measure network paths. The process of selecting a path for

traffic in a network or between/across multiple networks is called routing. The

routing process usually directs forwarding on the basis of routing tables that lists

the routes to particular network destinations, and in some cases, metrics associated

with those routes. Routing tables may be constructed automatically and manually.

Manual routing tables comprises static routes while automatic produces dynamic

routes. The routing table consists of at least three elements:

(1) network ID – the destination subnet

(2) metric – a routing metric that is some numeric value indicating the route pri-

ority;

(3) gateway – is the address of next station to which the packet is to be sent to

reach the final destination.

WLCG routing tables are maintained semi-automatically, in most cases, using suit-

able software tools and frameworks. Even so, providing high performance at peak

efficiency and availability becomes challenging for network operation staff. Even the

slightest amount of packet loss on long bandwidth-delay product paths drastically

reduces the throughput achievable.4 Maintaining networks in distributed comput-

ing systems appears hardly possible without monitoring and performance analysis

tools. Network operation staff exploit them to be capable of troubleshooting network

performance problems.

Toolkits, such as perfSONAR5 (performance Service-Oriented Network mon-

itoring ARchitecture), are used in WLCG for network testing and monitoring.6

PerfSONAR aims to automatically monitor paths of interest, collect and archive

information on network performance in an efficient way. By 2020, more than 250

perfSONAR instances are installed on 120 sites to constantly measure and retrieve

topology information, network delay, packet loss and bandwidth of network routes.

The data retrieved by perfSONAR tools are studied and analyzed in order to trou-

bleshoot network performance problems. PerfSONAR data is using for packet loss

prediction using machine learning.7 It is also convenient to use dashboards and vi-

sualization tools like Kibana and Grafana as the data are stored in Elasticsearch.8
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Kibana enables operation staff to visualize data with histograms, line graphs, pie

charts, sunbursts, tag clouds and more. As well as Kibana, Grafana is a powerful

tool that allows to query, visualize, alert on and, finally, to get insights from data.

Both of these tools are put into practice towards testing and monitoring networks.9

In addition to the mentioned solutions for data analysis and visualization there

is a need to better understand the topology of networks and provide the ability to

identify non-reliable or/and non-optimal network paths. This paper presents the

development of 3D force-directed graph visualization of network routes. This appli-

cation has to obtain a web interface with filtering and data preparation functions

and interactive visualization that allows to monitor/observe the variety of network

paths in a particular time range.

3. Visualization Pipeline

Applications for visual analysis leverage specific visualization pipelines that include

four main stages: sourcing, filtering, mapping and rendering. The sourcing stage

ensures the access to initial data sources. The filtering stage provides means to se-

lect fragments of data to be visualized. Usually filtering tools are user-centered in

order to increase application flexibility. At the mapping stage filtered data items

are mapped to geometric primitives (i.e. points, lines, spheres, cylinders) and theirs

attributes, such as color, position or size. The mapping is the most critical stage con-

tributing in the efficiency and quality of the resulting visualization. The rendering

stage is a process of transformation geometric data to graphical images.

The 3-D force-directed graph visualization10 includes client and server parts.

The server is based on Django that acts as an application programming interface

(API) for the Elasticsearch storage. The server accepts search queries and returns

data retrieved from Elasticsearch. The client provides instruments with a graphical

user interface (GUI) to generate search queries and analyze retrieved data. To build

complex GUI using encapsulated components with own states the React JavaScript

framework was selected. With the help of React framework the source code has be-

come well-structured and maintainable. The scheme of the application architecture

is presented in Figure 1.

3.1. Sourcing

The data from WLCG servers is collected and transported by perfSONAR to the

Elasticsearch analytics cluster at the University of Chicagoa. Each record describes

network measurements of some source-destination network path at a particular

point in time. When data packets travel between a source and a destination, they

pass through a number of intermediate network devices (routers). Each time a

data packet is passed from one network segment to another a hop11 occurs. Thus,

ahttps://atlas-kibana.mwt2.org:5601/
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Fig. 1. The 3-D force directed graph visualization application architecture

network path record contains data about the endpoints and all hops between them.

The endpoints are represented as IPv4 or IPv6 address strings of the corresponding

computing sites. Hops represent the IPv4/IPv6 of routers in a path. Every data

record comprises the following parameters, that can be split into three parts:

• General Information

– MA - network interface controller MAC address

– timestamp - time of perfSONAR measurement

– n hops - the number of hops on a route

– max rtt - maximum value of rtt

– ipv6 - IP protocol type

– route sha1 - cryptographic hash function on the basis of hops’ array ele-

ments

• Endpoints Parameters

– src site, dest site - source and destination site names

– src host, dest host - source and destination hosts

– ipv6 - version of IP protocol (ipv6 = True/False)

– src VO, dest VO - virtual organisations, supported by WLCG b

– src production, dest production - boolean indicating source and destination

production status

• Hops Parameters

– round-trip time (rtts) - the amount of time it takes data to go roundtrip

to another location

– time to live (ttls) - the amount of time that a packet is set to exist inside

a network before being discarded by a router

bhttps://wlcg.web.cern.ch/virtual-organisations
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– autonomous system number (asns) for every hop in a path as general mea-

surements

The full record sample from collected data is described in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The data record schema for the Network Route Visualization Tool.

The TRACER tool allows us to explore this route data visually. Each route

measurement is stored in Elasticsearch as a single document which is a combination

of text, booleans, timestamps, addresses and vector fields (see the Hops Information

in figure 2 where each of the columns with headers in black represent a vector of data

from the traceroute measurement). Two of the items shown require some further

clarification. To identify unique paths through the network, we hash the vector of

hops using the SHA1 hashing function to create route-sha1. This identifier allows

us to easily track or aggregate on that specific path whenever it is measured by

traceroute. The src production or dest production booleans indicate whether a site

is in production (true) or being tested (false) and is not related the the route

measurement.

3.2. Filtering

The filtering functions are mainly user-centered and aimed at construction of search

queries on the client-side. The filtering enables users to select time ranges, IP version

(IPv4 or IPv6) and pick up values for paths’ endpoints:

src, src site, src host, dest, dest site, dest host
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The filtering widgets are placed on the left side of the application window as it

is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Graphical interface to construct queries.

The outcome of user query construction is a query in JSON format compatible

with the Elasticsearch engine. The query is passed from client side to server side

where the Django application gets records from Elasticsearch and prepares data for

further graph building on the client-side.

3.3. Mapping

Six types of nodes are used to build force directed graph visualization. These node

types are:

• Source as domain name – src host

• Source as IP address - src

• Hops as IP addresses - hops

• Hops that are lost

• Destination as IP address - dest

• Destination as domain name - dest host

Every node on the graph has at least one connection to any other. Such connection

is called edge. Edges on the graph are directed, it was made to enable animated
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visualization of network traffic. Edges are set in compliance with paths and obtain

such attributes as weight. Edges weights are calculated by getting rtts mean value

out of relevant records. Edges weights impact on distance between nodes on the

graph. Nodes of different types are highlighted with different colors: grey color for

hops, red for lost hops, pink color for source nodes and blue color for destination

nodes. To distinguish nodes of src host from nodes of src the first ones have larger

size, the same for dest host and dest. There are cases when several paths are repre-

sented on the same graph, so it is possible for a node to be source and destination

at the same time, then the node’s color is purple. Nodes of dest host and dest also

can be highlighted in red when a path does not reach the actual destination (an

incomplete path).

3.4. Rendering

The rendering process on the client side exploits the WebGL technology through

ThreeJS and D3 packages for JavaScript. Figure 4 shows main TRACER visual

interface consists of central frame with routes visualization, left frame with the fil-

tration options. The table of filtered paths is displayed below the main visualization

scene.

Fig. 4. Graph interaction tools.

Clicking a record in the table provides user with the additional information

about selected route in the right frame. It includes violin chart, explaining statistical
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distributions and probability density of rtts values of all hops, and table describing

hops and nodes of the network path.

4. Results

The TRACER helps users to understand the topology of network paths better.

The application allows to reveal such issues as paths with self-looped segments,

incomplete paths, paths with packet loss, and other network issues that might be

difficult to detect without relevant visualization tools.

Figure 5 presents a complete network path between two perfSONAR servers.

This path can be considered as stable because it hasn’t been changed for quite some

time and does not have missing hops. However, the hop between 205.189.32.119 and

62.40.124.221 routers is 80.4 milliseconds can be perceived as a slow one. The lengths

of arrows between hops represent rtts values. The more rtts is, the longest arrow is

drawn. Thus, the figure allows to detect the slowest hops rtts visually and to refine

it with the data from table and violin plot.

Fig. 5. Network path between ps-bandwidth.lhcmon.triumf.ca and perfsonar01-iep-grid.saske.sk
sites.

Figure 6 illustrates the path with self-looped segment. The router with IP

205.189.32.54 is encountered twice on the route. TRACER allows to spot such

self-looped segments visually easily.

Figure 7 illustrates case when certain routers, due to their configuration or a

technical malfunction, do not respond to a request from perfSONAR that measures

the network path. Loss of network path data is observed form 9th hop to the desti-

nation, because relevant routers do not respond with repeated measurements. But
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Fig. 6. Network path between CA-SFU-T2 and INFN-MILANO-ATLASC sites.

the path itself reaches the destination, thus it can be assumed that these losses

occur due to the security settings of the respective routers.

Fig. 7. Network path between RAL-LCG2 and NCP-LCG2 with missed nodes.

5. Future Work

This first release of TRACER provides a functional service for exploring the com-

plex, dynamic topologies measured by the global deployment of perfSONAR in-

stances in hundreds of locations worldwide. However, as with almost any service

or tool, we already see areas needing improvement as well as opportunities for new
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features and capabilities. The following lists the primary areas we intend to work

on in the future:

• TRACER can be very slow or will not even respond if the user selects a time

period of more than a few minutes without selecting additional filtering.

• TRACER currently displays only our traceroute data, but a very interesting

extension would be to allow it to gather and display associated metrics along a

set of identified paths, e.g., latency, throughput and packet-loss.

• TRACER could be used to explore how paths change in time, and updating

the user interface to support this would be a valuable extension.

• TRACER should be able to help identify and visualize path correlations. When

we see problems in multiple source-destination pairs, it would be nice to visualize

the intersections of their traceroutes. Alternately, it would be nice to select a

router in a path and then visualize ALL paths that use that router.

• TRACER visualizes routes in terms of router hops but we also have data about

the AS number (network owner) and this can allow us to provide a much more

condensed view of the path, highlighting the major network entities along the

path.

With the updated, refactored code in this first release, we believe that much of the

above should be quickly achievable and expect at least of few of the items above

will be address in our next release.

6. Conclusion

We have described the motivation, design and implementation of TRACER, a tool

for visual exploration of network topology measured by the global deployment of

OSG and WLCG perfSONAR toolkit instances. TRACER is now integrated in

CERN computing infrastructure and can be used for the near real-time network

monitoring and retrospective analysis of network faults and malfunctions. The main

benefit of the developed tool is the interactive, responsive and user-friendly web-

interface able to significantly reduce the time needed to detect and analyze network

failures.
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